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Comparison between Inter-rater Reliability and Inter-rater Agreement in
Performance Assessment
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Abstract
Introduction: Over the years, performance assessment (PA) has been widely employed in
medical education, Objective Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE) being an excellent example. Typically, performance assessment involves multiple raters, and therefore, consistency
among the scores provided by the auditors is a precondition to ensure the accuracy of the
assessment. Inter-rater agreement and inter-rater reliability are two indices that are used to
ensure such scoring consistency. This research primarily examined the relationship between
inter-rater agreement and inter-rater reliability. Materials and Methods: This study used 3 sets
of simulated data that was based on raters’ evaluation of student performance to examine the
relationship between inter-rater agreement and inter-rater reliability. Results: Data set 1 had
high inter-rater agreement but low inter-rater reliability, data set 2 had high inter-rater reliability but low inter-rater agreement, and data set 3 had high inter-rater agreement and high
inter-rater reliability. Conclusion: Inter-rater agreement and inter-rater reliability can but do
not necessarily coexist. The presence of one does not guarantee that of the other. Inter-rater
agreement and inter-rater reliability are both important for PA. The former shows stability of
scores a student receives from different raters, while the latter shows the consistence of scores
across different students from different raters.
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Introduction
The evaluation of clinical performance is not only
important in healthcare1-4 but also in medical education.
In medical education, Objective Structured Clinical
Examination (OSCE) and the mini-clinical evaluation
exercise (mini-CEX) are 2 types of performance
assessment (PA) used to measure medical students’ clinical
performance.5-9 PA refers to the type of assessment wherein
teachers or evaluators first observe the manner in which
students perform a given task and then provide an evaluation
based on previously determined criteria.10 The goal of
PA is to understand whether the examinee has obtained
certain skills or met a required standard. Therefore, PA is
a type of criterion-reference test.8,9,11 The purposes of PA
include monitoring student progress, holding schools and
teachers accountable, and providing feedback for classroom
instruction and curriculum design.12-16
However, despite these above-mentioned strengths, PA

is time consuming and expensive, and requires excessive
manpower. Moreover, the reliability, validity and accuracy
of PA have often been criticised.17-21 Under the PA system,
students should ideally be evaluated by multiple raters rather
than a single rater in order to reduce personal biases.10,22
Thus, the consistency and stability of the raters’ evaluations
are crucial factors that influence the accuracy of PA.
The two techniques utilised to assess the relationship
between the scores provided by multiple raters are interrater reliability and inter-rater agreement. The most popular
method used for testing inter-rater reliability is correlation.
Correlation tests the relationship between the scores of two
raters, which can be achieved by reporting the following
coefficients: Pearson, Kendall’s tau and Spearman’s rho.
Furthermore, the relationships among the scores of all the
raters can be tested using Cronbach’s alpha and Kendall’s
W10,23-25 (Table 1). The concept of inter-rater agreement was
developed by James and his colleagues26-28 to examine the
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relationship between the scores of different raters.
The term ‘total variance’ is used in both inter-rater
reliability, as discussed in the classical test theory, and
inter-rater agreement, as discussed by James; however, what
is meant by ‘total variance’ in the two techniques differs
greatly. According to the classical test theory, total variance
is the sum of true variance and random measurement-error
variance.10,11 Therefore, the concept of total variance in the
inter-rater reliability is unrelated to raters. In this regard,
James et al26-28 argued that total variance comprises two
parts, namely, random measurement-error variance and
systematic variance. The former is caused by random factors
such as emotional fluctuations, changes in motivation, loss
of attention, illness, fatigue and stress. The latter includes
both true variance and variances that reflect biases among
raters. Therefore, based on inter-rater agreement, total
variance is related to the raters.
Furthermore, the evaluation indices for inter-rater
reliability and inter-rater agreement are different. The
evaluation index for inter-rater reliability is based on the
comparison of the score variances among different raters.
On the other hand, the evaluation index for inter-rater
agreement does not consider the variances among different
raters. Instead, only the score variances within a student

are taken into consideration in the establishment of an
evaluation index.
James et al26-28 suggested the following two functions for
measuring single-item inter-rater agreement and parallelitems inter-rater agreement.
Single-item inter-rater agreement, rWG(l)
If xj is an item with k raters and the score range of xj is
from 1 to m, then the inter-rater agreement of xj, rWG(l), is
as follows:
				
rWG(l) = 1 – (Sx2j θ2EU )

(1)

where Sx2j denotes the observed variance on xj, and
		θ = (S2 – 1 )/12 is the variance on x j that would
be anticipated if all judgments result from random
measurement-error only.
2
EU

Parallel-items inter-rater agreement, rWG(J)
For J parallel-items, each item is judged by the same k
raters, and the score range of each item is from 1 to m. Thus,
the inter-rater agreement of these J parallel-items, rWG(J) , is
rWG(J) =

2
J[1– ( Sx2j / θEU
)]
2
2
J[1– ( Sx2j / θEU
)] + ( Sx2j / θEU
)

(2)

Table 1. The Method, Function and Applications of Inter-rater Reliability and Agreement
Inter-rater Reliability
Method
Two-Raters
n

Pearson product moment	 r = Σ(xi – x)(yi – y) (n – 1)sxsy , where x and y are the sample means of X and Y , sx and sy are the sample standard deviations of
i=1
X and Y 
Kendall’s tau	 τ = [4P /n(n – 1)] – 1 , where n is the number of items, and P is the sum, over all the items, of items ranked after the given item by both
rankings.
n

Spearman’s rho	 ρ = 1 – [6 Σd2i n(n2 – 1)] , where di = the difference between each rank of corresponding values of x and y, and n = the number of pairs of
i=1
values.
More than Two Raters
I
I
[1 – ( ΣS2i S2 )] , where I is the number of items, S means the total standard deviation, and Si is the standard deviation
I–1
i=1
of i item, for 1 < i < I.

Cronbach alpha	 α =

Kendall’s W W = 12

k

Σ R2i – 3k2 N(N + 1)2
i=1

k2 (k3 – N) , where k means the number of raters, Ri means the sum of i rater score, and N means the

total number of students.
Inter-rater Agreement
2
Single-item inter-rater agreement	 rWG(l) = 1 – ( S2x / θ2 ) , where S2xj is the observed variance on Xj, andis θEU
the variance on Xj that would be expected
j
EU

if all judgments were due exclusively to random measurement error.
within-group inter-rater reliability	 rWG(J) =J[1– (S2xj / θEU2 ) ] J[1– ( S2xj / θ2 ) ] + ( S2xj / θEU2) , where S2xj is the mean of the observed variances on the J
items, and θ2 has the same definition as before.

EU

EU
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2
where Sx2j and θEU
denote the mean of the observed variances
on J items and the variance on xj that would be anticipated
if all judgments result from random measurement-error
only, respectively.
The primary objective of this research is to examine the
relationships between inter-rater reliability and inter-rater
agreement based on 3 sets of simulated data. Furthermore,
the interaction between these 2 techniques has also been
explored. Finally, their impact on PA has been discussed.

Materials and Methods
The 3 sets of simulated data used for comparing interrater reliability and inter-rater agreement were 3 raters’
evaluation of 10 students’ performance. They were derived
from equations for inter-rater reliability and inter-rater
agreement. The simulated data was created by the authors’
experience in conducting PA. Each set of data contained
the evaluation of three raters on the performance of 10
students. Furthermore, the scores were given on a scale of 1
to 9, wherein 1 to 3 signified unsatisfactory, 4 to 6 denoted
satisfactory, and 7 to 9 indicated superior performance
(Tables 2, 3, 4).
The following correlation coefficients were used with
respect to inter-rater reliability: Pearson product moment,
Kendall’s tau, Spearman’s rho, Cronbach’s alpha and
Kendall’s W. With regard to inter-rater agreement, singleitem inter-rater agreement and within-group inter-rater
reliability were used. In addition, inter-rater reliability was
calculated using SPSS statistical software (version 15.0
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for Windows, SPSS Inc, Chicago, Illinois) and inter-rater
agreement was estimated using Mathematica (version 6.0,
Wolfram Research Inc, Chicago, Illinois).
Results
Based on the results of the analyses, data set 1 indicated
high inter-rater agreement but low inter-rater reliability.
On the other hand, data set 2 demonstrated high inter-rater
reliability but low inter-rater agreement. Finally, data set 3
showed high inter-rater reliability and inter-rater agreement
(Tables 2, 3, 4).
In data set 1 (Table 2), the means and standard deviations
of the scores of the 3 raters, J1, J2 and J3, were 6.000 (1.054),
6.000 (1.054), 5.800 (1.033), respectively. The mean scores
of the 10 students were either 5.667 (1.155), S1, S2, S5, S6,
S8 and S10, or 6.333 (1.155), others. Thus, based on the
results presented in Table 2, it can be concluded that there
was only a small variation in the scores within a student,
across all students. With regard to inter-rater agreement,
in data set 1, all single-item agreements, rWG(l), were 0.800.
With respect to inter-rater reliability, these ranged from
–1.000 to 0.000. Furthermore, Cronbach’s alpha was –3.125
and Kendall’s W was 0.010 (P = 0.905). Thus, as shown
in Table 2, it is evident that data set 1 had high inter-rater
agreement but low inter-rater reliability.
Let us now consider Table 3 that presents analyses based
on data set 2. Here, the means and standard deviations of
the scores of 3 raters, J1, J2 and J3, were 3.400 (1.713),
4.200 (2.936) and 7.400 (1.713), respectively. In addition,

Table 2. Simulated Data 1 with High Inter-rater Agreement but Low Inter-rater Reliability
	

S1	

S2	

S3	

S4	

S5	

S6	

S7	

S8	

S9	

S10	

M	

SD

J1	

5	

5	

5	

5	

5	

7	

7	

7	

7	

7	

6.000	

1.054

J2	

7	

7	

7	

7	

7	

5	

5	

5	

5	

5	

6.000	

1.054

J3	

5	

5	

7	

7	

5	

5	

7	

5	

7	

5	

5.800	

1.033

M	

5.667	

5.667	

6.333	

6.333	

5.667	

5.667	

6.333	

5.667	

6.333	

5.667	

N/A	

N/A

SD	

1.155	

1.155	

1.155	

1.155	

1.155	

1.155	

1.155	

1.155	

1.155	

1.155	

N/A	

N/A

Inter-rater Agreement

§

2
	S xj

1.333	

1.333	

1.333	

1.333	

1.333	

1.333	

1.333	

1.333	

1.333	

1.333	

1.333	

N/A

rWG(l)	

0.800	

0.800	

0.800	

0.800	

0.800	

0.800	

0.800	

0.800	

0.800	

0.800	

N/A	

N/A

Inter-rater Reliability*
Pearson	

Kendall’s tau	

Spearman’s rho

J1 vs J2	

-1.000†	

-1.000†	

-1.000†

J1 vs J3	

0.000	

0.000	

0.000

J2 vs J3	

0.000	

0.000	

0.000

§

All of θ2 is 6.667.
EU

* Cronbach’s alpha was -3.125 and Kendall’s W was 0.010 (P = 0.905). The value of Cronbach’s alpha was negative due to a negative average covariance
among items. This violates reliability model assumptions.
† Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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Table 3. Simulated Data 2 with High Inter-rater Reliability but Low Inter-rater Agreement
	

S1	

S2	

S3	

S4	

S5	

S6	

S7	

S8	

S9	

S10	

M	

SD

J1	

1	

1	

2	

2	

4	

4	

5	

5	

5	

5	

3.400	

1.713

J2	

1	

1	

2	

2	

4	

4	

5	

5	

9	

9	

4.200	

2.936

J3	

5	

5	

6	

6	

8	

8	

9	

9	

9	

9	

7.400	

1.713

M	

2.333	

2.333	

3.333	

3.333	

5.333	

5.333	

6.333	

6.333	

7.667	

7.667	

5.333	

N/A

SD	

2.309	

2.309	

2.309	

2.309	

2.309	

2.309	

2.309	

2.309	

2.309	

2.309	

N/A	

N/A

Inter-rater Agreement 
§

	S2xj

5.333	

5.333	

5.333	

5.333	

5.333	

5.333	

5.333	

5.333	

5.333	

5.333	

5.333	

N/A

	rWG(l)

0.200	

0.200	

0.200	

0.200	

0.200	

0.200	

0.200	

0.200	

0.200	

0.200	

N/A	

N/A

Inter-rater Reliability*
	

Pearson	

Kendall’s tau	

Spearman’s rho

J1 vs J2	

0.866†	

0.949†

0.975†

J1 vs J3	

1.000†	

1.000†	

1.000†

J2 vs J3	

0.866†	

0.949†	

0.975†

§

All of θ2 is 6.667.
EU

* Cronbach’s alpha was 0.925 and Kendall’s W was 0.840 (P <0.001).
† Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Table 4. Simulated Data 3 with High Inter-rater Agreement and High Inter-rater Reliability
S1	

S2	

S3	

S4	

S5	

S6	

S7	

S8	

S9	

S10	

M	

SD

J1	

1	

2	

3	

4	

5	

5	

5	

7	

8	

8	

4.800	

2.394

J2	

2	

2	

3	

5	

5	

6	

6	

8	

8	

9	

5.400	

2.503

J3	

3	

3	

4	

6	

6	

6	

7	

9	

9	

9	

6.200	

2.348

M	

2.000	

2.333	

3.333	

5.000	

5.333	

5.667	

6.000	

8.000	

8.333	

8.667	

N/A	

N/A

SD	

1.000	

0.577	

0.577	

1.000	

0.577	

0.577	

1.000	

1.000	

0.577	

0.577	

1.155	

N/A

Inter-rater Agreement§
	S2xj

1.000	

0.333	

0.333	

1.000	

0.333	

0.333	

1.000	

1.000	

0.333	

0.333	

0.600	

N/A

	rWG(l)

0.850	

0.950	

0.950	

0.850	

0.950	

0.950	

0.850	

0.850	

0.950	

0.950	

N/A	

N/A

Inter-rater Reliability*
Pearson	

Kendall’s tau	

Spearman’s rho

J1 vs J2	

0.979†	

0.927†	

0.969†

J1 vs J3	

0.976†

0.912†	

0.962†

0.987†

0.937†	

0.972†

J2 vs J3	

All of θ is 6.667.
* Cronbach’s alpha was 0.993 and Kendall’s W was 0.859 (P <0.001).
† Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
§

2
EU

the means and standard deviations of the students’ scores
ranged from 2.333 (2.309), S1 and S2, to 7.667 (2.309),
S9 and S10. Thus, as can be seen in Table 3, unlike Table
2, there was a considerable variance in the scores within
a student, across all students. Moreover, with regard to
inter-rater agreement, all single-item agreements, rWG(l),
were 0.200. For inter-rater reliability, these ranged from

0.866 to 1.000. Cronbach’s alpha was 0.925 and Kendall’s
W was 0.840 (P <0.001). Therefore, based on Table 3, we
can conclude that data set 2 had high inter-rater reliability
but low inter-rater agreement.
Analyses based on data set 3 are presented in Table 4. As
shown, the means and standard deviations of the 3 raters’
scores, J1, J2 and J3, were 4.800 (2.394), 5.400 (2.503)
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and 6.200 (2.348), respectively. The means of the scores
of the 10 students ranged from 2.000 (1.000), S1, to 8.667
(0.577), S10. Thus, there was only a small variation in the
scores within a student, across all students. For inter-rater
agreement, all the single-item agreements, rWG(l), ranged
from 0.850 to 0.950. For inter-rater reliability, these ranged
form 0.912 to 0.987. Additionally, Cronbach’s alpha was
0.993 and Kendall’s W was 0.859 (P <0.001). Hence,
Table 4 clearly indicates that data set 3 had high inter-rater
reliability and high inter-rater agreement.
Discussion
Based on 3 sets of simulated data, we discussed the
relationships between inter-rater agreement and interrater reliability. Inter-rater agreement is equivalent to the
stability of scores from different raters to each student. In
data set 1, scores of each student fall across two different
performance categories, but the difference in the three
scores of each student is always 2 (Table 2). However, in
data set 2, although scores of each student also fall across
two different performance categories, the difference in the
three scores of each student is always 4 (Table 3). This
shows that in data set 1, scores from different raters to each
student are more stable than those in data set 2.
In data set 1 where the difference in scores within a
student is 2, the observed variance, S2xj , is 1.333; in data
set 2 where the difference in scores within a student is 4,
2
the observed variance, S xj, is 5.333. In data set 2 where the
difference in scores within a student is larger (4 vs 2), the
observed variance, S2xj , is also larger. Based on equations 1
and 2, for a fixed number of items and score scale, observed
variance is the only factor that determines both single-item
agreement and parallel-items agreement. As the observance
variance increases, the smaller the single-item agreement
and parallel-items agreement decrease. Therefore, it can be
concluded that the stability of scores within each student
is positively related to inter-rater agreement.
Inter-rater reliability is equivalent to the consistency of
scores from different raters across all students. It is based on
correlation tests like Pearson, Kendall’s tau, and Spearman’s
rho, and reliability tests like Cronbach’s alpha and Kendall’s
W10,23-25 (Table 1). These correlation and reliability tests
examine the consistency of scores from different raters
to the same student. That is, they check whether a highscoring student receives high scores from all raters and a
low-scoring student receives low scores from all raters. If
so, the inter-rater reliability would be high.
In data set 2, although the difference in scores within each
student is 4, high-scoring students receive higher scores
from all raters and low-scoring students receive lower
scores from all raters. The difference in scores within each
student is high because there exists a severity effect – rater
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3. It is not uncommon to have raters who hold different
evaluation standards.29,30
In contrast to data 2, in data set 1, although there was
a better stability in scores from the 3 raters within each
student (i.e., 2), there was a larger variation between
the scores given by raters 1 and 2 across the 10 students
(Table 2). For instance, S1, S2, S3, S4, and S5 received
5 points (satisfactory category) from rater 1, but 7 points
(superior category) from rater 2. On the other hand, S6, S7,
S8, S9, and S10 received 7 points from rater 1 but 5 points
from rater 2 (Table 2). Although all the scores of the 10
students fall in the categories of satisfactory and superior,
the scores given by raters 1 and 2 were at the two opposite
extremes. Therefore, it can be concluded that the inter-rater
reliability in data set 1 is low.
Could inter-rater agreement and inter-rater reliability
coexist? They do, as shown in data set 3 (Table 4). In
data set 3, the single-item agreement ranged from 0.850
to 0.950. The single-item agreement for data set 1 was a
constant 0.800. This means data set 3 has a better inter-rater
agreement than data set 1. For inter-rater reliability, data
set 3 ranged from 0.912 to 0.987, Cronbach’s alpha was
0.993 and Kendall’s W was 0.859 (P <0.001). In data 2,
inter-rater reliability ranged from 0.866 to 1.000, Cronbach’s
alpha was 0.925, and Kendall’s W was 0.840 (P <0.001)
This means that like data set 2, data set 3 also has a good
inter-rater reliability.
Conclusion
While inter-rater reliability and inter-rater agreement
can coexist in the scores of the raters in PA, we conclude
that the presence of one does not guarantee the presence
of the other, as seen in data sets 1 and 2. Data set 2 had
good inter-rater reliability but low agreement, and data set
1 had high inter-rater agreement but low reliability. In data
set 3, the inter-rater reliability was as high as that in data
set 2, and the agreement was as high as that in data set 1.
Both inter-rater reliability and inter-rater agreement are
important with respect to raters’ scores in PA. Our analyses
show that a PA with inter-rater reliability means the rater’s
scores are consistent across different students and a PA
with inter-rater agreement means the scores from different
raters within a student are stable, which suggests that the
assessment can clearly reveal student ability.
PA is a type of criterion-reference test.8,9,11 The purpose
of PA is not to compare students’ performance but to
understand each student’s ability or whether they have met
a certain standard. PA helps educators to monitor student
progress, to hold schools and teachers accountable, and to
provide feedback for classroom instruction and curriculum
design.12-16 Students’ individual differences are recognised
in PA, and it is not a major concern in PA to compare and
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contrast between different students. When there is a good
inter-rater agreement in PA, it means there is a clear indication
of the student’s ability. A high inter-rater agreement helps
both instructors and students to see the student’s learning
outcome. A PA could be even more effective if inter-rater
reliability is also strengthened. Inter-rater reliability could
be raised, if raters are appropriately trained.16,31
For potential implication of PA, we suggest that a rater
training course be held first and a pilot study be conducted
before the main study. The purpose of the pilot study would
be to understand inter-rater reliability and agreement and
provide suggestions for training the raters. Only when both
inter-rater reliability and inter-rater agreement are reached
can a PA serve its purpose.
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